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Vision
To develop educational avenues for the students to emerge as disciplined researchers, technocrats and entrepreneurs making transformational impact on establishing a world class society in the domain of Production Engineering and Manufacturing

Mission
1. To impart students with knowledge on modern manufacturing and automated systems by incorporating critical thinking, leadership qualities, communication and interpersonal skills.
2. To create a conducive environment for exchange of multidisciplinary ideas towards research, creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship to meet the societal needs.
3. To follow the values of integrity and honesty through academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities.

Programme Educational Objectives
1. Graduates will be competent to effectively design, model, and analyze products and processes, incorporating necessary expertise required for managing sustainable production problems.
2. Graduates will emerge with the necessary confidence and expertise in production engineering, preparing them for successful careers in engineering, research establishments, or as entrepreneurs.
3. Graduates will incorporate ethical considerations and a keen awareness of societal and environmental responsibilities into their lifelong learning activities.